Lab Manager, Baranzini Lab  
UCSF, San Francisco, CA

About the Job  
This position will manage Dr. Baranzini’s laboratory, performing research assignments, and providing opportunities for acquiring deeper research knowledge and skills. Required tasks will be as follows:
• Process biological samples in a timely and professional manner. Processing may involve purification of nucleic acids, protein, or other procedures (30%).
• Setup and maintain a biological sample repository (20%).
• Assist in managing mouse colonies (15%).
• Review literature, and keep detailed lab notebooks (10%).
• Assist other lab personnel perform specialized molecular biology, immunology or animal experiments as required (15%).
• Ensure lab complies with safety standards (assist with training administration, keep training records up-to-date, etc) (5%).
• Order, prepare and lay out supplies, equipment and apparatus (5%).

Required  
Bachelor's degree in Biology, Chemistry or other scientific discipline, or education in the specific or related field of science and full-time laboratory experience totaling at least four years in combination. Experience required includes DNA and protein isolation; the care of research animals including colony maintenance and genotyping; the collection of animal tissues and specimens for analysis. Prior experience with mouse models is essential.

About UCSF (www.ucsf.edu)  
Founded 150 years ago, UCSF is the only campus in the 10-campus UC system dedicated exclusively to the health sciences. UCSF is driven by the idea that when the best research, the best education and the best patient care converge, great breakthroughs are achieved. A hallmark of its excellence is UCSF's spirit of collaboration that is carried through its partnerships across the campus and the world in pursuit of its advancing health worldwide™ mission. Its faculty include five Nobel laureates, who have made seminal contributions to advance the understanding of cancer, neurodegenerative diseases, aging and stem cell research.
All four UCSF professional schools, virtually all UCSF graduate programs, UCSF Medical Center and UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital consistently rank among the best in the country, according to the latest surveys by *U.S. News & World Report*.

From the heart of the dynamic San Francisco Bay Area, UCSF is central to the optimism, energy and innovation that contribute to the quality of life and economic vitality of the entire nine-county region.

As the second-largest employer in San Francisco, UCSF employs about 22,800 faculty and staff and generates nearly 17,000 additional jobs in the local community through its construction and expenditures, as well as local purchases by employees, students and visitors, according to a 2010 economic impact report.

**How to Apply**
* Please contact Sergio Baranzini at: Sergio.baranzini@ucsf.edu